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Scroll down to explore ten rooms filled with an eclectic range of historical and contemporary art, craft, and design rendered in miniature.

1. "Hepplewhite" desk by Bespaq Corporation, Miami and New York
2. "Venetian" metal lanterns
3. Blown-glass hanging lamp by Ana Felipe Royo, Zaragoza, Spain
4. Chinoiserie bed, with (not shown) fur blanket by J. D. Schneegass & Sons, Waltershausen, Germany, with brussel sprouts by Mark McElroy, South San Francisco, laden with books, and Venetian glass mirror
5. "Longhorn" chairs, popular in the 1880s
6. Brass table with feet made from World War 1 bullet casings
7. "Bamboo" magazine rack
9. "Venetian" painted chest with faux-marble damigiana, or wicker-wrapped bottle, on worktable built and finished by Amy Christie, Kinderhook, NY, like one in Joanna Fisher's home
10. Jasperware ewer by Vince Stapleton, Leadville, CO
11. Fortune饼干 by Alex Fine, New York
12. Copper kettle by Fred Cobbs, Buford, GA
13. Wood-burning stove by Mariangela Damigiana, or wicker-wrapped bottle, on worktable built and finished by Amy Christie, Kinderhook, NY, like one in Joanna Fisher's home
14. "Dante" chair, a 15th-century form
15. Chinoiserie coal bin
16. Goose by Viktoria Kova, Rostov-on-Don, Russia, maker of the other hanging meats
17. Kitten
18. "Dante" chair, a 15th-century form
19. Chinoiserie bed, with (not shown) fur blanket by J. D. Schneegass & Sons, Waltershausen, Germany, with brussel sprouts by Mark McElroy, South San Francisco, laden with books, and Venetian glass mirror
20. Baroque Revival fireplace by Peter D. Gerakaris, Miami and New York
21. Silver covered serving dish by Sue Dubowi, Cornwall, England
22. Murano-style chandelier by Mario Ramos
23. Blown-glass ewer by Salvador Marce Romero, Barcelona
24. Ceramic figurine attributed to Hertwig & Co., Berlin, like one in Joanna Fisher's home, and Venetian glass mirror
25. Bronze urn by Joseph Addotta, Cypress, CA, and a cabinet painted by Helen O'Keefe, New Hampshire and New York
26. Cast-metal pug probably made in Vienna
27. Powder horn made in Italy
28. Display cabinet with fossils
29. Drinking glasses and tin carrier
30. Clavichord with view of Venice on lid
31. Mandolin made in the Philippines
32. Murano-style chandelier by Mario Ramos
33. Blanket by Jillian Aufderheide, New York
34. "Venetian" mask by Fátima J. Doña, Valencia, Spain
35. "Bamboo" magazine rack
36. "Venetian" mask by Fátima J. Doña, Valencia, Spain
37. "Venetian" metal lanterns
38. Wild boar's head by Victoria Chernysheva, Moscow
39. Baroque Revival fireplace by Peter D. Gerakaris, Miami and New York
40. Balloon-canopy chair, by Nancy Summers, White Plains, NY, and a cabinet painted by Helen O'Keefe, New Hampshire and New York
41. Nippon-style dragon vase by Ana Felipe Royo, Zaragoza, Spain, with nearby mirror or "Dante" chair, a 15th-century form
42. "Bamboo" magazine rack
43. "Venetian" metal lanterns
44. Italian faience clock
45. Wicker basket by Will Werson, Rotterdam, The Netherlands, with brussel sprouts by Mark McElroy, South San Francisco, laden with books, and Venetian glass mirror
46. Bust of Julius Caesar by David Castillo, Barcelona
47. Borne settee, a 19th-century form
48. Ruby glass wine set possibly made for Queen Mary's Dolls' House
49. Blown-glass hanging lamp by Ana Felipe Royo, Zaragoza, Spain
51. Late-19th-century desk with marble top by Sue Dubowi, Cornwall, England
52. Small Miracle by Darren Waterston, New York
53. "Venetian" painted chest with faux-marble damigiana, or wicker-wrapped bottle, on worktable built and finished by Amy Christie, Kinderhook, NY, like one in Joanna Fisher's home
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This exhibition is made possible through Joanna Fisher's support and efforts.